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Abstract 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo strives to keep all their animals physically and psychologically fit by providing 

the best possible food, housing facilities, veterinary care and enrichment programs. Environmental 

enrichment activities are regular components of the orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus) care program at the 

zoo.  The author worked as a co-leader on a team which developed inquiries that would tell both what 

teachers thought would make a successful inquiry education program for students at the orangutan 

exhibit, and in turn provide information about the orangutans' nesting behavior that would help the zoo 

make better informed management decisions.  The comparative question was, "Will teachers who 

compare their own personal data with all data gathered have a more positive impression of the activity 

than those who aren't able to see the overall results?"  The inquiry was conducted in two different ways 

to establish: 1) which method inspired the teachers to return to the zoo with their students to repeat 

the activity, and 2) which method was the most successful learning experience.  Data was collected at an 

educators open house on October 20, 2009.  Half of the participants submitted their observations of 

how orangutans used nest material via pencil and paper, the other half submitted with their cell phone 

to a website called polleverywhere.com. The majority of observations were of orangutans touching a 

natural material.  More teachers expressed a desire to see the orangutans with natural nest materials 

over paper.  Twelve times the teachers communicated intent to bring their class to the zoo if the 

students were able to assist with a similar inquiry over those that did not intend to return with their 

students.  As a result a request will be made to incorporate a similar study into the permanent 

orangutan exhibit at Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. 

Introduction 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo strives to keep all their animals physically and psychologically fit by providing 

the best possible food, housing facilities, veterinary care and enrichment programs.   Environmental 

enrichment activities are important for animals in captivity (Dalbey, 2008; Dawson, 2009; Husband, et al, 

1990), and such activities are regular components of the animal care program at the zoo.  I approached 

Dr. Chris Kuhar, the zoo's curator of primates and small mammals, for suggestions on which 

animals/exhibits would benefit the most from an interactive scientific inquiry program for students that 

could be tested among approximately 250 teachers attending an educator's open house in the fall of 

2009.  He identified the orangutans as appropriate study subjects. Orangutans are highly intelligent 

primates that should, and do, receive regular enrichment to optimize their psychological fitness.   

The orangutan's daytime facility is equipped with multi-level gunite rockwork, climbing structures and 

artificial vines.  This naturalistic exhibit is the key exhibit in the building and allows the orangutans to be 



viewed by the zoo guests and visiting school classes from various levels in different parts of the building.  

The animals are released into the exhibit at approximately 0900 each day, are fed various fruits and 

vegetables throughout the day, are brought back into the off-exhibit night quarters, a level down from 

the exhibit, and fed their evening meal between 1700 and 1950.    They do not, however on a daily basis 

receive leaves, paper or other nesting material.  The zoo encourages social behavior among primates, 

and Russon, et al (2007) found that leaf carrying is a social activity, with juvenile males being the most 

influenced, so nest building and leaf carrying is clearly something that would be beneficial with the zoo 

animals. 

This activity, however, does not only benefit the zoo from the animal management side, but also the 

education side.  The education division is always looking for ways to improve its programming for 

schools , and this inquiry fits the description of optimum science education described by the National 

Research Council in its publication of the National Science Education Standards (1996) when they say, 

"The National Standards call for more than 'science as process,' in which students learn such skills as 

observing, inferring, and experimenting. Inquiry is central to science learning. When engaging in inquiry, 

students describe objects and events, ask questions, construct explanations, test those explanations 

against current scientific knowledge, and communicate their ideas to others. They identify their 

assumptions, use critical and logical thinking, and consider alternative explanations. In this way students 

actively develop their understanding of science by combining scientific knowledge with reasoning and 

thinking skills." 

I worked in concert with Dr. Kuhar, Christine Korhnak, senior education specialist at the zoo, and Roy 

Norris of WVIZ public television/ideastream to develop the inquiries that would tell us both what 

teachers thought would make a successful inquiry education program for students at the orangutan 

exhibit, and in turn provide information about the orangutans' nesting behavior that would help the zoo 

make better informed management decisions.  In addition the inquiry would give the zoo  information 

about the necessity/effectiveness of using more expensive computers at the exhibits vs. basic data 

collection tools.  

Our comparative question was, "Will teachers who compare their own personal data with all data 

gathered have a more positive impression of the activity than those who aren't able to see the overall 

results?”  The inquiry was conducted in two different ways to establish: 1) which method inspired the 

teachers to return to the zoo with their students to repeat the activity, and 2) which method was the 

most successful learning experience.   

The project objectives were that:  

1. the zoo managers would learn what type of nest material in an orangutan exhibit better taught the 

orangutan's natural behavior and encouraged the teacher to engage their students in similar inquiries; 

2. the zoo managers would learn whether the mere presence of nest material in an orangutan's exhibit 

engaged a visitor more than an exhibit without nest material; 

3. the zoo managers would learn which type of nest material were used more often by orangutans; 



4. the zoo managers would learn whether the ability of a teacher to see his/her data compared to that 

of the larger group effected their interest in further studying the orangutans or returning with their 

students to conduct a similar study; and 

5. connections among members of the zoo's education division, the zoo's zoological program division 

and ideastream would be established or expanded. 

Methods 

In August, Roy and I narrowed down the focus of the inquiry action project from two or three 

possibilities to two options.  The location and time of the study were decided to be The RainForest, in 

front of the orangutan viewing window on the second floor, 1200-1900 on October 20, 2009 during the 

educator's open house.  During the first week in September the comparative question was defined and 

the initial division of duties was established.  In the second week of September the methods  were 

written and reviewed by the supporting team members, initial research of suitable computer programs 

and cell phone data input programs were completed and established to be polleverywhere.com, and cell 

phone coverage was tested at the orangutan exhibit and found to be adequate at the activity site. The 

following week requests were made to the zoo's IT department to allow multiple networked computers 

at the orangutan exhibit for the October 20 event, background information on similar projects 

conducted at different exhibits at the Cincinnati Zoo were gathered, and the cell phone data gathering 

and distribution program (polleverywhere.com)was pilot tested in a conference setting.  Between 

October 15 and 20, instructional graphics were developed to describe to the teachers using the cell 

phone method how to input their responses to the questions, the computer was programmed to work 

with the wireless network at the orangutan exhibit, and the questionnaires were finalized and printed . 

Four people assisted with the inquiry on the evening of October 20.  One gave brief directions to all of 

the participants, the two gave general assistance as the surveys were being completed and the fourth 

was designated originally to review the results with the participants and collect paper surveys.  Teachers 

approaching the orangutan exhibit were invited to complete a set of inquiries regarding the amount of 

time an orangutan has contact with the natural nest material vs. the paper nest material vs. neither.  

Half of the teachers were asked to submit their responses via cell phone and polleverywhere.com 

(Appendices A, B) and the other half were given a paper survey/questionnaire to complete (Appendix C).  

When finished the teachers were originally going to be asked to proceed to a computer whereby they 

would have been shown how their results compared with those of the rest of the observants.  However 

due to last minute internet difficulties with the computer provided to display the results for the majority 

of the evening, no teachers were able to view them.  Therefore we looked at how the use of technology 

may or may not have affected the teachers' intent to return to the zoo with students. Both groups of 

teachers were asked to complete a survey asking what grade they teach, about their intent to bring their 

students back on a field trip to conduct the same investigation, on which nest material they would 

rather see in the exhibit with the orangutans on a regular basis, and in a 60 second period which nest 

material they saw the orangutans touch.  This information was already requested on the paper/pencil 

survey, but an additional paper survey was given to the cell phone users upon completing their 

observations (Appendix D). 



The paper/pencil surveys were hand tallied. Polleverywhere.com tallied all of the responses by 

participants using their cell phones. These results were shared among all members of the inquiry team. 

Predictions 

I predicted that the orangutans would have a greater amount of contact/nest building with naturalistic 

material than paper, and in turn the teachers would prefer to see the orangutans interact with the 

naturalistic material over the paper.  If the orangutans interacted more with paper, however, I feel that 

the teachers would have stated a preference of seeing paper materials.  In addition, since the question 

as to whether the teachers would have had a higher degree of understanding and appreciation of the 

inquiry activity if they could have seen their results in comparison with other's could not be reviewed, I 

predicted that a higher number of teachers using the technology would communicate intent to return 

with their students.  Finally, I predicted that the connections solidified through this activity would lead 

to a more permanent zoo exhibit and future collaborations among the group members. 

Results 

 

  

      

         

Figure 1 - The orangutans were observed 

contacting natural nest material about 

twice as often as paper. They preferred 

palm in 27 out of 69 of the observations. 

Figure 2 - Of all individuals polled (62) 

approximately 68% preferred to see 

orangutans interact with natural 

material over other options and 22% 

had no preference. 
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Conclusions 

Unfortunately the comparative question, " Will teachers who compare their own personal data with all 

data gathered have a more positive impression of the activity than those who aren't able to see the 

overall results?" was never able to be answered due to difficulties we experienced in the technology 

beginning just minutes before the start of the activity.  I believe that the internet connection to the 

computer which was going to display the polleverywhere results was interrupted when our video 

conferencing unit was turned on.  It is possible that the problem was connected with the assignment of 

IP addresses to the two wireless computers in the same vicinity of The RainForest.  If I were to conduct 

this activity again, I would keep an IT technician onsite during the inquiry to troubleshoot and assure me 

that the connection would not go down. 

With the exception of the inability to answer the main comparative question, the predictions largely 
were accurate. The majority of observations were of orangutans touching a natural material, just as 
predicted.  However, it should be noted that the keeper was introducing the palm leaves to the exhibit 
as the observations were being made, while other palm leaves and paper were placed in the exhibit a 
number of hours before.  This should cause us to question the validity of the data, at least the extent of 
difference in material preference seen.  In the next inquiry, greater control of nest material introduction 
must be kept.  Equal amounts of natural and unnatural material should be introduced at the same time. 
Since the teachers observed significantly more manipulation of natural material over paper just as 
expected, the second prediction also proved correct, and approximately 68% preferred to see 
orangutans interact with natural material over other options and 22% had no preference.   A future 
question might be, "If teachers observed the orangutans contacting paper more than palm, would they 
express a preference in seeing the nest material used be paper?"  It would be interesting to learn why 
teachers prefer the natural material.  What I learned about the teacher's desire to return with their 
students is that the inquiry activity was worthwhile, and I can deduce that whether or not technology 
was used is not important.  However, with so many students using technology on their own (text 
messaging, computer games, etc.), I wonder if the use of technology in this exercise would attract and 
keep the attention of the students.   I would also like to ask teachers who did not participate in the 

Figure 3 - Of a total 61 polled  

63% communicated that if 

activities like this were 

available for their students 

they would return with their 

class.  There was a negligible 

difference in the number of 

those that used cell phones 

over pencil/paper. 
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inquiry whether they would return with their students, to measure what effect the actual inquiry activity 
has on their decision to return.  As it is, it may be enough to know that a huge majority had a positive 
experience and would conduct the same activity with their students. 
 
So what is next?   A presentation of these findings will be made to both the zoo's Education Advisory 
Committee, and upon their recommendation, to the zoo's senior staff.  Depending if the technology is 
chosen to be part of an interactive inquiry exhibit at the orangutans, a grant may need to be submitted 
and received for the equipment.   In addition this project will be proposed to the senior animal 
management committee who would have to approve and implement daily enrichment using nesting 
materials.  Finally if all is approved and the exhibit is completed, volunteers would be trained to assist 
visitors with the inquiry.  Teachers who participated in the survey will be notified, and given the first 
opportunities to visit the exhibit with their students. 
 
Once the inquiry exhibit is completed at the orangutan exhibit, similar exhibits may be suggested for 
other locations.  A study of forage choices by leaf cutter ants is being considered as part of a new exhibit 
scheduled to be installed in 2010.  In addition, a nesting or choice of sleeping sites study could be 
beneficial at the gorilla exhibit as the offering of nesting and choice of sleeping sites are  important to 
improve the welfare of captive gorillas and other great apes (Weichea, 2007).  Enrichment is vital to 
animals in zoo settings, and the study of the animals' use of the materials, as well as the resulting 
behaviors, could be just what it takes to turn an interested sixth grader into a budding scientist.  Adding 
inquiry in exhibitry is clearly a positive way for zoos to contribute to the improvement of science 
education in the United States, and Cleveland Metroparks Zoo is poised to expand its involvement in the 
Global Field Program in this way if the opportunity should arise. 
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Appendix A 

Cell Phone Submitter Instruction Example after Results were Submitted - Question 1 
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Appendix B 

Cell Phone Submitter Instruction Example - Question 2 
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Appendix C 

 

Hand Written Submitter Questionnaire  

 

Pick out an orangutan and watch it for this study. Feel free to respond to this question as 

frequently as you like. Use a different piece of paper each time you complete the study. 

 

1. In a 60 second period which nest material did the orangutan touch? (circle answer) 

 

a. Paper 

b. Natural Palm 

c. Neither 

d. Both 

 

2. Which type of material do you prefer to see the orangutan use? (circle answer) 

a. Paper 

b. Natural 

c. No preference 

 

3. What grade do you teach? ____________________ 

 

4. Do you believe that you would be more likely to plan a visit to the zoo with your 

class if you could have them assist with an inquiry such as this? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

c. I cannot bring my students to the zoo 

d. I would bring them to the zoo anyway 

 

Thank you for participating in our Project Dragonfly Inquiry, and for helping to improve 

our programs for students. 
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Appendix D 

Paper Survey Completed by Cell Phone Submitters 

 

 

 

Thank you for participating in our Project Dragonfly Inquiry, and for helping to improve our 

programs for students. 

 

1. What great do you teach? __________________ 

 

2. Do you believe that you would be more likely to plan a visit to the zoo with your class if 

you could have them assist with an inquiry such as this? (Circle one please.) 

 

Yes 

No 

I cannot bring my students to the zoo 

I would bring my students to the zoo anyway 
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Appendix E 

Photographs from Educator Open House 

 

 

 

Education Assistant Angie 

Reynolds welcomed 

educators to the open house 

and introduced them to 

Earth Expeditions. 

Both natural palm leaves 

and sheets of paper were 

introduced to the orangutan 

group which included adult 

male, adult female and 

juvenile orangutans. 
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The adult orangutans often 

gathered the natural palm 

fronds. 

The juvenile was observed 

placing the paper over his 

head. 
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Education specialist Katie 

Dagostino assisted the 

participants by answering 

questions for them and 

keeping track of their 60 

second time limit with a 

stop watch. 
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Curator of education Vicki 
Searles assisted curriculum 
director and member of 
the Zoo’s Education 
Advisory Committee Larry 
Orrach as he submitted his 
observations via cell phone 
to polleverywhere.com. 
 

At the end of the evening, 

when the 

polleverywhere.com 

website was finally 

accessible, project partner 

Roy Norris showed Orrach 

how his observations 

compared with all of the 

data collected. 


